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Both surfaces should be dry and clean from any
contaminants
Both surfaces being welded should be compatible with
each other 
The hot air gun needs to provide consistent airflow that is
of low pressure and high volume
Using a temperature controlling device to control the
temperature of the weld accurately. The TRIAC AT has a
digital display showing the current gun temperature
The gun must provide clean dry air which is free of oil and
moisture.

Hot air guns must be capable of safely supplying air at a range
between 350-500°C, depending on environmental conditions at
the point of the weld. If a consistent temperature cannot be
maintained, the weld will fail and only come to light when a
customer reports water ingress issues to the contractor.

CONTACT US

Delcote now replaces the Seamsil 100 topcoat with
these benefits:

Cost savings of up to 5% per linear metre compared to
the previous system
Fewer tins are needed and less labour intensive as it can
be brush or roller applied
No thinners required for the Delcote topcoat, making it
less temperature dependant
Faster curing
Higher solids content resulting in lower VOCs
A wide range of colour options from the full
Delcote system
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To ensure the successful application of the aggregate, we
recommend the application of a second coat of Delcote as part
of our 10 year system, which is at least 1 metre wide. Similarly,
for our 25 year system, apply a third coat of Delcote topcoat.
This will help to guarantee the effectiveness and longevity of the
coating system.

The aggregate can be cast onto the 1 metre wide surface
of wet Delcote straight after application.
1 bag of 25 kg will cover 100 linear metres at 1 metre
wide.
Each bag costs £82.70. The standard colour is brown,
with additional colours on request.
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Market leading performance solutions | View the online version

BIG YELLOW CASE
STUDY

Discover how Big Yellow Storage
implemented solar PV systems.

As part of its environmental, social
and governance responsibility, Big
Yellow Storage undertook a project to
install solar PV panels on the roofs of
its properties.

Prior to installation, each roof
underwent refurbishment with the help
of EvoEnergy, Hollis Global, Welbro
and Sharmans.

GAZ'S GUTTER TALK

USE OF THE LEISTER
TRIAC AT 120v HOT AIR
WELDING KIT

Follow these guidelines to ensure a successful
weld on our Plygene gutter lining system. 

THE MARKET LEADING CUT
EDGE CORROSION
TREATMENT: 
SEAMSIL 100

ANTI-SLIP
DELCOTE: 

Sharmans sell an
anti-slip aggregate to add
to your Delcote system to
make it safe to walk on.

PLYGENE SURVEYS: 

On select Plygene projects, our Technical
Service Managers will visit the site to
inspect and assess the roof's condition.
They will take comprehensive
measurements which will be used to
design a solution that meets the exact
specification required.

Our team is available to support you
throughout the project and handle any
complex gutter requirements ensuring a
tailored solution to meet your
requirements. They will also ensure that
the appropriate fixings are included in the
delivery.
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